Introduction and results.
When studying boundary value problems -even in the differential case-one is almost systematically confronted with the question of the behaviour, near the boundary of associated pseudo-differential operators. Since these operators are not local, one cannot expect, in general, simple results of regularity up to the boundary.
Fortunately, the pseudo-differential operators associated to these problems have the peculiarity of behaving almost as well as ordinary differential operators "on" the boundary; they have the so-called "transmission property". This class of operators was introduced in the 70's by L. Boutet de Monvel, in relation with the theory of Wiener-Hopf operators (see [2] ). In this work was proved, among other properties, the following essential result:
If PEL^CR") has_the transmission property and ft (resp S2) denotes the half-space R^ (resp R^) with boundary 3S2 (= R"~1), we have a continuous mapping:
defined by:
u -^ P(^°) ( here C^(ft) and C°°(S2) are the usual spaces of functions C°° up to 3^2, and u° is the 0-extension of u across 3ft).
We shall in this work not only generalize this result to the case of the Sobolev spaces, but also give micro local statements. To do this one has to define a notion of "boundary singular spectrum".
In our case, we shall mainly use the "3WF set" as introduced, for instance in Melrose-Sjostrand [12] or Chazarain [3] (the notation of whom is being used here). This set (which is defined as a subset of the cotangent bundle to the boundary), measures in some way the lack of "tangential regularity" of a distribution. A major problem which arises when dealing with this concept, is that 3WF(^) isn't generally intrinsically defined for an arbitrary distribution u E D'(R^), unless u is solution of a non-characteristic partial differential equation Pu = /, with / "normally regular" up to the boundary in every coordinate system (see the precited paper of Melrose-Sjostrand) . This isn't really an obstruction for our purpose, since we shall only consider here equations having this property. It should nevertheless also be noted that R. Melrose has recently (see [11] and the references therein) defined new classes of distributions which allow an invariant definition of 3WF(^) even in the non-characteristic case.
This work is structured as follows:
-In § 2, we recall the standard definitions and properties concerning partially regular distributions; nothing really new in this section, except may be (1.9) which states that a pseudo-differential operator transforms a normally regular distribution into a distribution having the same property.
-In § 3 is proved the result which is the key to our regularity theorems of the following sections: (3.1) Let PEL^R") be properly supported and have the transmission property. Let A£L°(3?2) be a properly supported tangential operator, elliptic in a conic neighborhood of aGT^(3ft). Then, if 7 is an arbitrary conic subset of 7 such that 7 CC 7, The proof of (3.1) is reduced by using the calculus of tangential operators to the case A = B = 4, t = t\ The corresponding "non microlocal" result has already been proved in a previous work (de Gosson [4] ), where it was used to derive partial hypoellipticity results. We have chosen to reproduce it here, although it is rather long and technical, not only for the reader's convenience, but also because it is highly instructive, since it contains the main difficulties which appear when one has to prove precise results of partial regularity.
-In § 4, we recall the definition of the C°°-boundary singular spectra 8WF and WF^,, and extend these definitions to the case of Sobolev spaces. The main result of this section is (in the C°°-case): (4.13) if P has the transmission property, and if GC^R^DW)), then we have:
WF^PO/^JCWF,^)
u° being the canonical 0-extension of u across 3^2.
The proof of (4.13) is a consequence of the following corollary of theorem (3.1), which can be written:
in the C°°-case (here ^GD'(3^2), and § is the Dirac measure) (see theorem (4.8)).
-Finally, § 5 is devoted to a precise study of the singularities of noncharacteristic Cauchy problems of principal type, to which we add a condition of transversality for the bicharacteristics. We thus obtain, by using the techniques developed in § 4, a non trivial generalization of proposition (4.16 
Some of the results in this paper have been announced in de Gosson [5] . See also de Gosson [6] for a generalization of the transmission property to operators with quasi-homogeneous symbols.
Partially regular distributions.
Let X be an open set in R", and consider a distribution GD'(X). If ^ = (^,z) CR^ x R""^, we denote the dual variable by ^ = (17,?), and say that M is partially regular (in .y) if, for every </? € C^(X) and every N € N, we can find constants u ^ €E R and C ^ > 0 such that the Fourier transform \pu of 'GE'(X) satisfies:
Remark. -When, in the latter definition, the constant ju d oes not depend on N, the distribution M is said to be strongly regular in the variable y. The example (with X = R 2 ) of the distribution u(x f ,x^) = 6(x' -x^) shows that a distribution partially regular in all the variables need not to be a smooth function. Nevertheless, one has the following result (F. Treves [13] ): (2.2) If ^ED'(X) is regular in y and strongly regular in z, then
uec°°(X).
In practice, we will only consider distributions regular in the "normal variable", that is, in x^ G R (we have taken here X = R"); it can be proved, by using the closed graph theorem, that the space of all normally regular distributions can be canonically identified with the space C°°(R, D'(3S2)) of infinitely differentiable functions, valued in D'(9^2), (see Treves [13] or Melrose [11] ), for this reason we will not make any distinctions between these two spaces, and only use the above notation. Generally, the definition of partial regularity is not, unfortunately, coordinate invariant, and doesn't therefore make sense when we replace X by a manifold. There is nevertheless one very important case where this can be done, namely:
1 ), and suppose that
Then u E C°°(R , D\QSl)) in every coordinate system.
Finally, an extendible distribution ^ED'(S2) is said to be regular (or smooth) up to the boundary in the normal variable, if there is a distribution 'u eC°°(R, D'(R"~1)) extending u. Using for instance a Seeley extension of u, one can prove again that there is a canonical corresponding between the space of distributions smooth up to the boundary in x^, and the space C°°(R+, D'(3ft)) of distribution valued functions which are C°° up to the boundary, and thus identify these two spaces. It is easily seen, by the definitions, that one has the following Fourier characterization: Here ^u(^ ,x^) denotes the partial Fourier transform of ^u with respect to the tangential variable x'. Useful tools in the study of partial regularity are provided by the double-indexed Sobolev spaces H 5 ' r : We say that a distribution MGS'(R") belongs to H^(R") (s and t being real numbers) if the Fourier transform u of u is a function satisfying:
(Note that H^^R") is the usual Sobolev space H^R")).
H^(R") is clearly a complex vector space, and the left side of (1.5) defines a norm, denoted by 11^11, ^ on this space. In the same way, H^(n) is the space of all restrictions, to the half space ft, of the elements in H^R"), and it is equipped with the quotient topology, defined, for ^EH^(ft), by: IMI,^ ^nfHS'11^, the infimum being taken over all i7 GH^^R") extending u. The corresponding local spaces H^, H^p are defined as usually. We now list the basic properties of these spaces. For details and proofs, the reader should consult Hormander [7] , and [8] : In particular, if P G L'^R") :
Using (2.8) one can easily prove the following important result:
(2.9) If PEI/^R") is properly supported, then:
Proof. -By localizing, it is of course sufficient to prove that P maps C^(R,E'Oft)) in itself. But, if u GC^(R, E'Oft)), for every integer N, we can find, in view of (2.1), constants CN > 0 and J^N ER such that:
that is, for some new constant C^ : for some new constant C'; finally by combining (*) and (**) we have:
where ^ = sup (^, ^ + N) and C^ = sup (C^,, ; C^); from this it follows immediately the existence of a strictly decreasing sequence (^ )^ such that:
that is, in view of (2.8):
P^EH^'^^FT) forevery N which proves our assertion, in view of (2.7).
The following proposition will be fundamental in the proof of the main theorem (3.1). It shows in some way how to obtain partial regular distributions by using pseudo-differential operators: (2.10) Let PeL^FDnL-^r), where F is a conic neighborhood of {(x', 0 ; 0, ^)/x' E 3ft, ^ G R}, the conormal bundle to 8^2, be properly supported. We can then find a neighborhood ft of 3ft in R", such that:
Proof. -For each x* G 3i2, there is an open neighborhood ft^ of (x',0) in R" , and a positive constant C^ such that:
"^ x {^/IS'l<c^isj}c:r.
Let us set ft = U Sl , , the union being taken for all ^' E 8ft.
If (/?GCo(ft), we can recover supp(^) by a finite number of sets ft^ ; hence there exists a constant C > 0 such that:
(p being the symbol of P). We are going to show that the operator Pi=piOc,D) is continuous from H^(R") to ^"'"^•^(R") for every k € N .
Define 9 GC°°(R") (0 < 9 < 1) by:
if \^\> 1 and x^C°°(R"\0) (0<x<l), homogeneous of degree 0, by:
for some positive C. We then have:
hence, in view of (1.8) it is now sufficient to prove:
for every k.
Setting v = Op(Q\) u, we have:
hat is, finally:
IHli^.r-fc^CJIullf or some constant C^ > 0, since 16\\ < 1 and
and this ends the proof of (1.11).
We shall also use throughout this work "tangential" pseudodifferential, that is, operators acting only in the x'-variable, the class of which is denoted by I/"'(3ft) {m E R). These operators can be extended as operators acting on D'(R") (resp. D'(ft)) by:
or ^eC^(R") (resp. ^EC;;(ft)); here ^ES^Bft), and --^ ^(^, •) denotes the partial Fourier transform with respect to x' can.
We have, for these operators the following continuity property, the proof of which is standard (it is a generalization of th. (2.5.2) inHormander [7] ): (2.13) If AGL^ (9ft) is properly supported, we have a continuous mapping:
An easy consequence of (2.13) is:
(2.14) If A e I/"'(9SI) is properly supported, then:
Proof-Let ^EH^^ft); by the definition of this space, there is an extension ^EH^R") of u, by (2.12) we have A^EH^'^R"), hence the result, since Ai7^ = Au, in view of (2.12).
Finally, combining (2.13), (2.14), and (2.9'), we have the important: and i), ii) still hold when ft (resp. R+) is replaced by R" (resp. R).
Also note the following recursive characterization of H"^, which is in some sense the simplest of all results in partial hypoellipticity: (2.16) Let H^ denote either H^(n) or H^(R"). We then have:
Finally, we define the kind of operators which will be used in the following sections.
It has been known for a long time (see Boutet de Monvel [2] ) that one cannot expect to obtain reasonable properties of regularity near the boundary for pseudo-differential operators, unless one makes the assumption that these operators have the transmission property: More precisely, let PGI/^R") (m positive or negative integer) be a classical pseudo-differential operator: the complete symbol p of P admits an asymptotic expansion:
where the pj are symbols, positive homogeneous of degree m -j in the dual variable. P is said to have the transmission property with respect to 3^2 , if the following conditions hold:
for every x', /, a' and p.
These are not very restrictive. They are clearly fulfilled by differential operators. Moreover, if P is a noncharacteristic differential operator (or more generally a noncharacteristic pseudo-differential operator with the transmission property), one can prove that every microlocal parametrix Q of P also has the transmission property (see de Gosson [4] , where an explicit construction of Q is given).
Microlocal regularity at the boundary.
As announced in the introduction, we are going to prove in this section the central result of this work: 
for every properly supported BGL°(aR) satisfying WF(B)C7, and all s , t E R .
(3.1) will be proved by reduction to the case A = B = 1^, t = t\ More precisely, we shall first prove the following result: The proof of (3.1') is unfortunately long and technical; it will be made in several steps, and is mainly based on Taylor expansions of the symbol of P in order to use the transmission property. The main difficulty arises when one has to estimate the Taylor remainder corresponding to the expansion at x^ = 0; it will be necessary to introduce a kernel which is in some sense "smoothing" in the normal variable. Let Op (x , $) -^ p^x , {) be an asymptotic development />o of the complete symbol of P, of course the p. are positively homogeneous of degree m -j in the dual variable, so that p^.GS^" 7 . In view of the hypothesis on P, each pj has the transmission property, so it is of course, in view of the inclusions (2.7) sufficient, in order to simplify the notations, to restrict ourselves to the case where the complete symbol of P is p = ?o, positively homogeneous of degree m. Writing:
we see at once that we can neglect the last term, since we evidently have, (1 -6)p being in S~°°(R"):
On the other hand it is clear that 9 d) (.^ (1) -1) vanishes in a full neighborhood of {(x', x^, 0 ,$")}> so we ^^^Y ^Ply (2.10) 1[with ft = R"), and:
We are thus, finally reduced to the case where the symbol of P is ])(x, {;) = 0($) V/($) p(x, f), p being homogeneous of degree m.
Using now a Taylor expansion at ^' = 0 for p , until an arbitrary order N', we have:
where:^0^)
(Remark that this equality makes sense even for ^ = 0, since ^ ({) vanishes in a neighborhood of the ^ axis). We first study the contribution of a term r^ (x , S) ^a t (I a' | = N') from the Taylor remainder. Trivial estimates show that we have estimates: lap^^^^^^.^KC^^^d+isir-^'-^.
Thus, e^a^S^'^R") if N>m; and from this, we conclude, using (2.8) and (2.13), that:
belongs to H^^'^-^Fr), that is, to H^^^R") as soon as N' > /:.
Let us now look at the terms Q^'p(x ; 0, $") ^a' of the Taylor sum. To simplify the notations, we set:
where B^» is the operator with symbol^^p^o .^es' 71 --^1.
Since D^u eH^-la ' l (R yl ) vanishes in S2, we see, replacing u by D^ ^ , A^ by B^ , m by m -\ a' | and fc by fc + | a' |, that it is sufficient to study AQ (corresponding to the case a' = 0); for the sake of simplicity we drop the subscript in AQ and denote this operator by A.
We have thus reduced the proof of theorem (3.1) to the case where P is the operator A, with symbol A(^s)=0a)v/(^oc;o,^), which is a typical transmission operator of degree m. A being defined as above, let us make a Taylor expansion of p(x ;0, {") at x^ = 0, until an arbitrarily order N. We get, for $" 1= 0 :
P(x;0,^)= ^ -^P^',0;0,^)x^+-^(x,^)xP
with r^(x,^)= ^(l-O^a^pOc',^,, ;(),$").
Let us first study the contributions of the terms of the Taylor sum. It is at this point that we shall use the transmission property. We have, in fact, in view of the transmission formulas (2.17) :
<P(^0;0,^)=3^p(x\0;0,l)^ 0,^0).
Since multiplication by the C°° function ^ p(x\ 0; 0, 1).m aps Hf^CR") into itself, we only have to prove:
Then, if ^EH^CR") vanishes in Sl, we have:
Proof of the lemma. -1) mEIM. We have:
.where F denotes the inverse Fourier transform. Since D^ u^ = 0, 0 -1 EC^(R"), and the symbol 0(^-1) satisfies the conditions of (2.10), we have: A^u^ EH^^^-00^) .
2) w < 0. We shall prove the result by induction, both on m and k. We suppose that (*) A^EH^^-^) for every k ; let us show that then:
In view of (2.16), this is equivalent to prove that:
But i) is immediate in view of the induction hypothesis, since D x^ A^_i = A^ . We now prove ii) by induction on k :
-ii) is true for k = 0, since we obviously have in view of (2.8): A^^EH^-^W). and let us show that we then have:
But, still in view of the conditions (2.16), this will be true if and only if:
But a) once again immediately results from (*), with k replaced by k -1, since D^ A^,^ = A^ ; and b) is exactly (**), and the lemma is proved.
Let us now go to the last step in the proof of theorem (3.1). We have to evaluate the contribution of the Taylor remainder r^(x^n ) xv t' Since p is positively homogeneous of degree m in , we can split (modulo products by C°° functions) this term in a superposition of terms of the type: where F~1 is the inverse Fourier transform; we thus obtain:
The second term is very easy to handle. In fact, since Q^ -1 = 0(V/ -1) + 6 -1, we have:
for every kCN, since we can apply again (2.10) to the symbol 6(^ -l)yes° and since (0 -l)eC^(R") defines a smoothing operator.
Let us now look at the term x^F-^yu^x) which will be much more troublesome.
In view of a classical well-known formula, we have:
hus:
Since y ^m = 0, we only have to consider the convolution term. In fact, we shall prove that the map: Using Peetre's inequality, we obtain:
and we obtain, using finally Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality:
II Vll^.r-* < C / F(D G(^) dr ŵ here we have set:
Hence, we may write:
IIVII^..r-.<C/G(^)^.||M||^. That's the way it is in the case m = 0 .
b) The case m > 0 is an immediate consequence of the latter, since we obviously have: R^ ^ = KO N ° ^ • Thus, all we have to do now, is to examinate R^ ^ w1^ w < 0. We want to prove, that:
We first note that we may prove (*) with R^ ^ replaced by the operator: R^ = 0^(0 ^+) ° ^ .
In fact, for every (^GC^R"), we have, integrating by parts: here r^_p is a symbol with degree m -p, vanishing in a conic neighborhood of the ^ axis; in view of (2.10) we have:
Op^^ueH^-^-^-^).
That is:
Op^.^GH^0 0^-0^) in view of the inclusions (2.7).
-If p = 0, we have the term 0\^^x^, and:
OP(^C)(^^)=R^,Nŵ
hich proves our assertion.
and rEC°°(R"x FT) satisfies for every NCR, a,j3EI\T, estimates of the form:
uniformly in x on each compact subset K C R" .
Using (***), one proves (3.4) using exactly the same classical arguments used to prove (2.8) and (2.13).
Wave fronts sets near the boundary.
Let u EC°°(R+ ,D'(3?2)) be a normally regular distribution, and a real number a?. We shall say that an element a(=(JCo, ^)) of T^an does not belong to 3WF^(^) (the "tangential singular spectrum" of u), if we can find a conic neighborhood 7 of a, and a tangential operator AEL°(8n), properly supported, and elliptic in 7, such that: for fixed x^ > 0 and 0 < k < cj .
(Here D^(",;^) is the k-th sectional trace of D^ u on the hyperplane r = ^ ; WF^_^ is the "H^-^ wave front set" of Hormander, [9] ).
To prove (4.2), we only remark that (2.7) implies that Au GC^R^, H^'^aft)); in fact we have a much more precise result (see Hormander [7] ): there exists a constant 00, not depending on x^ , such that:
f ^+r=a;+^-, 0<k<o}, s -k>-^ , which proves the assertion.
The following property is an immediate consequence of the definition and of (2.8): Proof. -By the standard calculus of pseudo-differential operators, we know that for every 70^7, there is an operator B G L°(3?2), inverting microlocally A in 7 , that is:
BA -i = R e L°on) n r^y).
-Now, let AEL°(3^2) satisfy the conditions of (4.4); we then have, since B of course can be chosen properly supported:
In view of (1.13), ABAu GH^^) if s + t = a? 4-^, since this is true for Au ; on the other hand, since WF(A) 0 WF(R) = 0, we have AR E L^^^), and this ends the proof, in view of (2.15), u being normally regular.
Let us finally define: Auec^W.
Thus, 8WF^(i<) is nothing else than the notion of singular spectrum used in Chazarain [3] , Andersson-Melrose [I] , SjostrandMelrose [12] . Of course, (4.4) still remains valid in this case. In the sequel we will write 3WF^(^) = 3WF(^).
It is also possible to give an equivalent definition of 3WF(^), using the Fourier transform: Thus, 8WF(^) appears, in view of (2.2), as the natural way to measure the lack of strong regularity in the tangential variables for u. It should be observed, indeed, that:
and, more generally:
j+^=^+^.
Let us now prove : Proof -We first note that the tangential singular spectrum of Q(^® 8),^ makes sense, since Q(^® 5)^ EC OO (R^. , D'(3^)) in view of (3.1'). Secondly, it is of course sufficient to prove (4.8) with a?eR. Let or^WF^+^(g); hence we can find a properly supported AEL°(3n), elliptic at a and such that A^GH^^a^). An easy calculation now shows, that:
5+^<a?+m--and we thus have, for fixed s < --:
On the other hand, A^€H^(9a) for some a, that is also:
Since A(^®5)^ = 0 we can apply theorem (3.1), which yields:
for every k E R and a properly supported BEL°(3i2), elliptic in a sufficient small conic neighborhood of a ; (4.9) now proves (4.8)
The following proposition is the analogue of the classical H 5 -pseudo local property, for the tangential singular spectrum: argument as used in (4.4), we see that it is sufficient to prove our assertion with A = I in a small conic neighborhood 7 in T^(a^2), and vanishing outside 7^7. We then have: 2) We now suppose that (5.9) is true for --+k<s<-+k (fcEN), and prove it is also true with k replaced by k 4-1 . In view of the fact that: In order to measure the smoothness of u EC°°(R+ , D'(9?2)) not only in terms of tangential regularity, but to take also in account the (micro-) local behaviour of u away from the boundary, it is customary (see Melrose-Sjostrand [12] , and the references therein) to use the notion of "boundary singular spectrum" WF^, (u) (sometimes also denoted by SS^ (u)). The generalization of this concept to Sobolev spaces is straightforward: Let ~ be the equivalence relation on aT*?2\N*an == {Oc',0,^,U/^0} defined bŷ
(that is if I*(XQ , ^o) = i*(x^, ^), where i* is the canonical projection of T*S2i^ on T*8S2). We then define the homogeneous topological space: BS2 == T^?2\N*3S2/^ which will always be identified to T^aauT^n. Now, if ^eC^R^.D'On)), we set by definition: (4.12) If ^GRU{+oo}, then: WF^W = WF,(^) U 3WF __^).
2
In view of the remarks made above, we may identify WF^(^) to a conic subset (with the obvious meaning of this) of B(i2), and by combining theorem (4.10) with the properties of the usual H 5 -wave front set, we obtain, if PEI/^IV 1 ) has the transmission property:
The Microlocal Cauchy Problem.
In this last section we apply the methods of § 3 and 4 to the study of the singularities of Cauchy problems of real principal type in the half space S2 generalizing the classical local solvability results on R" for these operators (see, for instance, Hormander [9] ).
From now on, we suppose that P is a partial differential operator of real principal type, the boundary 3ft being non-characteristic. Then Proof. -The condition on / ensures us that MeC°°(R+,D'(an)); let u° (resp. /°) be the canonical 0-extension of u (resp. /) across 9S1. Since P is a differential operator, we get, in view of the classical "jump formula": P(^°)= S +/°w here S is a sum of terms S^ ^ . of the type (D^7^)® S^ŵ here the a^ E C°°(R"), | a' \ + k + / < m -1 , with coefficients in C°°0n). Now, 8ft being non characteristic for P, we can find (see § 4, [4] ) a properly supported QEL'^R") with the transmission property, inverting micro locally P, that is: QP = I + R with ReL^a^nL" 00^) , r being a conic neighborhood of the conormal bundle N^(8S2). Thus, we get: In view of theorem (4.8) and of the hypothesis on the traces of u, we get, if AeL°OS2) is elliptic at o, with sufficiently small conic support:
AQCS^^eH^-*-^-/-1^. -"^)
that is, in particular:
AQCS^^eiC"^- 00^) for all a', j, k; this shows that:
On the other hand, we also have
as an immediate consequence of theorem (4.10).
It now remains to evaluate the remainder term R(^°); it is at this stage that we shall make use of the assumptions on the bicharac-'teristics.
Noting that we have, PR = R'P where R'eL°(R") vanishes near N^OR), we get: and, in view of an easy extention of the proof of (2.10):
that is, finally: a^3WF(^R^) for every ^GC^IO, e] x 3^2), and this ends the proof of (5.1).
